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         It’s not Rocket Science,
it’s Pocket Science
Your favorite clothing, but with pockets. We make vests, jackets, pants,  shorts, and just about everything else, all with pockets to make your life easier.
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            Best Travel Vest for Men
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Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

832 Reviews





        


     
              
        The Best Travel Vest.  26 pockets. Need we say more?

        
   
        

        


         
    
 
   
      
    
      





 



  
      Regular price
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            Best Travel Vest for Women
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Rated 4.8 out of 5 stars

223 Reviews





        


     
              
        Simply The Best. The Best Travel Vest. 24 pockets.
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            Featherweight Vest for Men
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Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

541 Reviews





        


     
              
        The lightest weight vest we’ve ever made, but still with 16 pockets!
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            Featherweight Vest for Women
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Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

460 Reviews





        


     
              
        The lightest weight vest we’ve ever made, but still with 16 pockets!
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            Pack Windbreaker
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Rated 4.8 out of 5 stars

459 Reviews





        


     
              
        Whatever way the wind blows, you’ll be prepared with 19 pockets!
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Rated 4.6 out of 5 stars

88 Reviews





        


     
              
        Whatever way the wind blows, you’ll be prepared with 19 pockets!
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            The Cotton Hoodie
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Rated 4.8 out of 5 stars

178 Reviews





        


     
              
        Your favorite everyday hoodie, but with 21 pockets.
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            Chloe Glow Hoodie
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Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

73 Reviews





        


     
              
        Our top-selling hoodie is comfy, cozy and capable with 18 pockets!
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          Pockets for everyday
Our clothing perfectly fits your phone, wallet and keys


              shop now
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          Pockets for travelers
Pickpocket proof clothing with a spot for everything
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          Pockets for women
All your favorite clothes, but with ACTUAL pockets
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                    RFID Blocking Pocket

                   
                  
                    Keep your passport and credit cards safe from high tech skimmers.
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                    Computer Pocket

                   
                  
                    Store bigger items with ease. Fit a full size tablet or small laptop.
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                    Weight Management System

                   
                  
                    Our pockets are designed for even distribution and all day comfort.
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              POCKET SCIENCE

             
            
              SCOTTeVEST is not your ordinary clothing company. All our garments feature specially designed pockets and features to make your  life easier. Check them out for yourself.
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                        Store bigger items with ease. Fit a full size tablet or small laptop.
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                        Our pockets are designed for even distribution and all day comfort.

                       
                    
  
                    
                      
                    
   
                  
  
                


        

              SEE ALL FEATURES
            


    
  
  

      SEE ALL FEATURES
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      We’ve been around a while
Did you know that we’re actually the first online-only clothing company? To those who have been with us since 2001, thank you. To those who are just discovering us, welcome.

          about us
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              01
Scott had too many gadgets, and Laura was sick of carrying all of his things in her purse. The first SCOTTeVEST prototype was born, right in Scott and Laura’s guest bedroom.
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If you can run your business from anywhere, why not run it from your favorite place on earth? Scott and Laura uprooted from Chicago, and settled down in Ketchum, Idaho.
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Scott visits the tank and walks out without a deal, but on his terms. The sharks had no idea what they passed up on.
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See The Whole Story


    
            

            
        
   
      
        
                    

                    
                    

                    
                    

                    
                    

                    
       
      

    
 
  
 






   
   
  
            
         
        
              THE BEST TRAVEL VEST FOR A REASON
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                 15 INTERIOR POCKETS 
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            WATCH FOR YOURSELF
          


      
 
    
  
  

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                

              
            Scott defends himself against a feeding frenzy. If you’re looking for a feel good entrepreneurial story, look no further.

  
          

        

        
   
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                

              
            SCOTTeVEST appeared on Henry Ford’s Innovation Nation in late 2021. Give it a watch to learn more about Scott & Laura and the history of the brand.

  
          

        

        
   
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                

              
            What will you carry in your SCOTTeVEST? Check out what others carry in theirs in this video!

  
          

        

        
   
      
    

  








  Still have questions? We have answers

        
When the pockets are full, do I look ridiculous?
              
No! Our weight management system keeps the bulges down and the weight balanced. It isn’t magic, but it keeps you comfortable and looking good!

              
            
          
        Why don’t other companies have more pockets?
              
It’s actually hard to do. We have been investing in pocket science for the last 20 years, and are still learning every single day. Pockets are tricky, and we’re happy to say we’re close to perfecting them!

              
            
          
        How is the quality?
              
Good. Some might say great. We only release a product or two a year - and that’s because we take the time to make them right. Nothing goes on the line without a personal stamp of approval from Scott and Laura.

              
            
          
        What are all these pockets used for?
              
It’s up to you! On any given day you can use them for your phone, wallet, keys, chapstick, sunglasses, water.. you name it. But people also love it for travel, birding, poker, gaming, theme parks, babysitting - the uses are really endless.

              
            
          
        Can a vest really have 42 pockets?
              
Yes. Believe it or not, pockets can be stacked, layered and positioned in a way that defies logic.

              
            
          
        How can I try it for myself?
              
Place an order on our website or Amazon. Trust us, you’ll love it. If you don’t, let us know and we’ll make it right.

              
            
          
        
      













  

    
      

        
          
                Verified Reviews
              


          
                ALL reviews 

              

 
        
  
      

    
    
      
        
          
             
              
                






I don't sleep in it, but otherwise I wear it almost like a second skin. It is terrific and I applaud you for the design.
Robert M.
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“I can carry the kids’ papers, treasures they find while on walks, extra Kleenex & hankies, gum, tic-tacs, pens, crayons, etc. You name it, I can carry it!”
Kathy E.
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With all of the pockets, I can fit everything that I need without having to fumble through my bag! Thanks for a wonderful and amazing product!
Erwin S.


                    Tropiformer 3D Jacket
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I found it's a great piece of clothing for international travel when you have to keep travel documents and phones handy. Nice work!
Ed S.


                    RFID Travel Vest for Men
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I am blown away by your customer service. Promoting the heck out of your products. I think the people where I work think I have a second job working for you all.
Leslee H.


                    The Charlotte Chambray Shirt
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The quality of the eVEST is exceptional, especially the way it fits with all pockets filled - there is no sagging, pulling or lopsidedness on either side.
Jeff G.


                    Q.U.E.S.T. Vest for Men
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              QUALITY PRODUCTS. SERVICE BACKED.
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High End Quality
We design and develop all our products in-house, with an unmatched attention to detail. We’re firm believers in getting what you pay for.


                  Our Values
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Time Tested
Any SCOTTeVEST is designed to last a lifetime. You can expect high end materials, timeless styles and a team that is here to help, day or night.


                  Shop Now
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Service Backed
Our pocket experts are here to help with any questions you may have. Want to talk to Scott directly? Email him.


                  Contact Us
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                Be the first to learn about new products and promotions.
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            ©2024 SCOTTeVEST. All rights reserved.
            
          

          
        

        
      

    

  

        

 





   
  
 


    	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.



    
    
    
		
    
    
    
    
    

      
    
    

    

    

    
    
    
    
  

  
    
     

    
     
    
    












